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STANDARD GIBB AFRICA TERMS OF AGREEMENT FOR SUB-CONSULTANTS 
THIS AGREEMENT is made the 26th of May 2000 
BETWEEN:-
GIBB AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED whose registered office is situated at 14 Kloot 
Street, Cape Town, South Africa ("GIBB") of the first part, and 
the THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE AT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN ("the Sub-Consultant") of the second part 
WHEREAS: 
A. GIBB has entered into an agreement according to the Terms of Reference dated 22 March 
2000 ("the Principal Agreement") between the Cape Metropolitan Council ("the Client") and 
GIBB whereby GIBB has agreed on the terms and conditions therein contained to perform the 
services in connection with the INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCE PLANNING STUDY 
detailed in Schedule 1 ("the Principal Services") together with Ninham Shand Consulting 
Engineers. 
B. GIBB wishes to sub-contract part of the Principal Services as set out in Schedule 2 ("the 
Sub-Contracted Services") to the Sub-Consultant and the SUb-Consultant has agreed to 
undertake the Sub-Contracted Services on the terms and conditions herein contained. 
NOW THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH as follows:-
1. The Sub-Consultant undertakes to perform the Sub-Contracted Services set out in 
Schedule 2 in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement including any 
Supplementary Conditions set out in Schedule 2. 
2. In consideration of the proper provision of the Sub-Contracted Services GIBB shall pay to 
the Sub-Consultant the sums set out in Schedule 3. 
3. Within 30 days after the Consultant receives monies from the Client in respect of and 
following an application for payment which the Sub-Consultant was entitled to make GIBB 
shall (subject as hereafter provided) pay the same to the Sub-Consultant. If payment is not 
made by such date, subject to any deduction which GIBB was entitled to make, GIBB shall 
also pay interest compounded monthly at the rate of 2% per annum above the base lending 
rate of Nedbank Limited. 
4. If GIBB intends to withhold any payment, it shall notify the SUb-Consultant. 
5. If the Sub-Consultant intends to claim any additional payment, it shall promptly notify GIBB 
accordingly. The Sub-Consultant shall not be entitled to additional payment to the extent 
that GIBB is unable to seek compensation from the Client therefor. 
6. Any payments due under this Agreement will be paid without deduction of income tax on 
receipt of a Tax Exemption Certificate or tax directive. lri the absence of such documents 
GIBB will deduct ircome tax in accordance with the South African Revenue Services 
requirements. Should the tax deduction not be processed the Sub-Consultant is solely 
responsible for its own tax payments. 
7. The Sub-Consultant shall be deemed to have knowledge of all necessary provisions of the 
Principal Agreement (including any subsequent variations thereto which variations will be 
notified by GIBB to the Sub-Consultant as soon as reasonably practicable) and accepts 
these stipulations of the Principal Agreement as binding on it. Provided that if any variation 
of the provisions of the Principal Agreement results in an increase or decrease in the 
amount of work to be performed by the Sub-Consultant hereunder, the sums payable to the 
Sub-Consultant under Clause 2 above will be adjusted upwards or downwards (as 











8. The Sub-Consultant undertakes that in connection with the performance of its obligations in 
connection with this Agreement:-
i) it will provide all material, staff and every other thing of the quality and standards f . > 
necessary for the execution of the Sub-Contracted Services, and 
ii) it will comply with all legal and statutory requirements in relation to the execution of 
the Sub-Contracted Services in force from time to time, and 
iii) it will observe, perform and comply with all the provisions of the Principal 
Agreement on the part of GIBB to be observed, performed and complied with so far 
as they relate and apply to the Sub-Contracted Services. 
Without prejudice to the generality of (iii) above it will be liable for and shall indemnify GIBB 
against any expense liability loss claim or proceedings in respect of: 
(a) personal injury to or the death of any person ariSing out of or in the course of or caused 
by the carrying out of the Sub-Contracted Services; and 
(b) any injury or damage whatsoever to any property real or personal insofar as such injury 
or damage arises out of or in the course of or by reason of the carrying out of the Sub-
Contracted Services; and 
(c) its performance of (or failure to perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement) 
the Sub-Contracted Services to the extent that the same is due to any negligence, 
omission or default of the Sub-Consultant, the Sub-Consultant's servants or agents; 
and 
(d) any violation by the Sub-Consultant of legal provisions or rights of third parties in 
respect of patents and/or copyrights . 
9. Further to Clause 8 hereof the Sub-Consultant also undertakes that in connection with the 
performance of its obligations in connection with this Agreement:-
i) before the coming into force of this Agreement it has effected Professional Indemnity 
Liability Insurance and which insurance adequately covers the Sub-Contracted 
Services to be provided by it under this Agreement. It will use its best endeavours to 
maintain such insurance for the duration of this Agreement and for such period 
thereafter during which any third party may have a right of claim against it arising out 
of the Sub-Contracted Services. It will provide evidence to GIBB that it has such 
Professional Irdemnity Insurance in force and that the level of cover held is adequate 
for the Project. It will provide evidence to GI88 that such Professional Indemnity 
Insurance is renewed annually for the duration of the Project and for such period 
thereafter during which any third party may have the right of claim against it arising 
out of the Sub-Contracted Services. In the event of it not being able to maintain such 
insurance it shall inform GIBB to that effect at least two months before any change in 
insurance cover takes place. In that event GIBB shall be entitled to arrange 
replacement insurance and recover the premium therefor from the Sub-Consultant; 
ii) it will maintain such other insurances as are necessary to cover the liability of the 
Sub-Consultant in relation to its obligations in connection with this Agreement and 
shall on reasonable request of GIBB fumish to GIBB full details of such insurances. If 
the Sub-Consultant fails to maintain such insurances GIBB may take out the 
necessary insurance and may either deduct the amounts of the premiums for such 
insurances from any monies due to the Sub-Consultant under this Agreement or shall 
recover the same as a debt due to GIBB from the Sub-Consultant. 












11 Without prejudice to any rights or remedies which the parties may have against each other 
or to any other provision of this Agreement, this Agreement may be terminated forthwith by 
either party: 
i) in the event of either party committing any breach of this Agreement which is 
remediable and not remedying the same within 21 days of written notice from the 
other party requiring such remedy or 
ii) upon written notice being given by either party if the other party commits any 
irremediable breach of this Agreement or repeats any such breach as has 
previously been the subject of a notice under sub-clause (i) above, or 
iii) upon written notice by either party to the other party if 
a) beif1g a partnership any partner in such other party shall become bankrupt 
or have a receiving order or administration order made against him or shall 
make any composition or arrangement with or for the benefit of his 
creditors or shall make any conveyance or assignment for the benefit of his 
creditors or shall grant any trust deed on behalf of his creditors or shall 
purport so to do or shall have any application made against him under any 
Bankruptcy Act for the time being in force for the sequestration of his estate 
or 
b) such other party being a company an order is made or an effective 
resolution is passed for the liquidation or winding up or any similar judicial 
process or 
c) such other party ceases or threatens to cease to carry on its business or 
substantially the whole of its business or disposes of its undertaking or 
stops or threatens to stop payment of its debts. 
12 The rights and obligations of each of the parties of this Agreement are personal to such 
party and may not be assigned sub-contracted, charged, delegated or transferred in any 
way whatsoever by such party without the written consent of the other party. 
13 Any notice required or authorised to be given under this Agreement shall be served by 
pre-paid registered letter or airmail letter (as appropriate) or by facsimile addressed to 
either party at the address given above or any other address notified to the other as its 
address for service. 
Any notice so given by post shall be deemed to have been served three days after the 
same shall have been posted and any notice so given by facsimile shall be deemed to 
have been received on despatch. In proving such service it shall be sufficient to prove that 
the letter or facsimile containing the notice was properly addressed and as the case may 
be put into the post or transmitted. Any such notice transmitted by facsimile shall be 
confirmed by letter. 
14 This Agreement shall be govemed and construed and performed solely in accordance with 
the laws of the Republic of South Africa. The Courts of the Republic of South Africa shall 
have exclusive jurisdiction save that any judgement, award or order obtained therein can be 














15 Insofar as any part of this Agreement may conflict or be inconsistent with any provision of 
the Principal Agreement this Agreement shall always prevail. 
IN WITNESS whereof this A eement has been entered into the day and year first above written . 
SIGNED by ... .. .. .... .. . 
GIBB AFRICA ( 
in the presence of .. .. ..... :J.!.t.r;:;L~ .. ~ .. ... ~ ... ..... ...... ........... .. .. .. ........ ... ... . 
SIGNED by .... ~ .. ... u • • • • •• •••• • c.~ .. ..... . u .. .... .. . .. .. . .. .... .. u •••• 
for and on beh:l)~ 
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE AT THE 
~:~~~:~~: ~;~~~:~ .. ~:;u!0f!/?i:(N?eJ 
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CAPE METROPOLITAN COUNCIL 
ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS TO IVffiET THE DEl\1Ai,\'1) FOR WATER 
IN THE CAPE METROPOLITAN REGION 
TElli~SOFREFERENCE 
(FINAL DR4.FT AS AT 22/03/00) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Cape Metropolitan Council (CMC) is responsible for developing local water supplies and 
for water demand management in the Cape Metropolitan region. Indications are that this region 
will be exposed to undesirable kvels of water supply risk and increasing likelihood of having 
to impose water restrictions from next summer onwards . 
The CMC initiated a study to investigate the alternative options to meet the demand for water 
in the Cape Metropolitan region. The scope of the srudy includes water demand management 
and three supply options. This document contains the terms of reference for the study, as 
devdoped by the consultants in collaboration with CMC and the Management Committee 
constiruted for the study. 
Tne approach adopted for the study is to apply Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) which has 
been developed by international practitioners for the comprehensive evaluation of demand- and 
supply alternatives . IRP has been described by Bauman, et al (1998), as follows : 
The IRP approach integrates critical planning criteria and activities infO one systematic 
plaJlning process. It emphasises the least-cost principles of selecting alternatives in an 
a[{empt to minimise costs. while creating a ;7e:cible plan allowing for a changing 
economic environment. I( involves the concurrent consideration of supply and demand 











open and participatory planlling process, and it emphasises tire co-operation OJ the 
f 
mally institutions involved in water resource policy and planning. It also identifies and 
qualltifies the external costs and benefits of all alternative, and incorporates careful 
cOllsideratioll of the uncertainties inherent in each of the alternatives. 
IRP methodologies are thus flex.ible and adaptable, rather than rigid, with each fRP process 
being unique to its particular context. It follows a systems approach in which all steps are inter-
related and feedback mechanisms between steps are important. IRP is thus ideally suited to the 
water planning problems facing the CMC, and this approach will be adopted in this study as far 
as possible. 
1.1 Genera! 
The WCSA indicated the combined yield of the Eerste and Lourens diversions to be 
approximately 29 million ml/a and that of the Cape Flats Aquifer, 18 million ml/a. 
By comparison, urban water demand management could achieve savings of at least 30 million 
ml/a (10% savings level) and more likely closer to 60 million ml/a. The demand management 
options are likely to be more cost effective and will certainly be more envirorunentally friendly 
than the supply options . Furthermore, the development of further augmentation schemes is 
likely to result in significant opposition from certain sectors of the public . 
The proposed study will therefore comprise two distinct elements, namely: 
• Water resources planning 
• vVater demand management 
From the above perspective it would be sensible to devote more effort and resources on the 
study, to demand management. This approach is proposed whilst still ensuring that sufficie!1t 
information would be timeously available to take informed decisions on the supply options. 
The study \vill be conducted in t\vo phases. The current study will comprise the first phase 
which will consider water supply augmentation and water demand management/water 











recognised and addressed timeously. Thereafter, and when necessary, the second phase: of the 
.I: 
study will focus on investigating particular issues in more detail. 
For this first phase study existing knowledge and investigations will provide the basic data 
required, and new investigations will only be initiated where it is clearly identified that 
additional information is required to resolve conflicts or to answer the questions raised. 
In order to minimISe the immediate short term exposure to the risk 0 f water restrictions, 
emphasis needs to be placed on options which may be more speedily introduced. 
1.2 ~,vork Packages and Allocation 
The study will largely be undertaken by the two Main Engineering and Environmental 
Consultants, Messrs Ntnham Shand (NS) and Messrs Gibb Airica (GA). They will be assIsted 
by a number 0: sub-consul tants \vho will contribute a ""ide range of expertise to the project. The 
list of sub-consultants is provided in Appendix A. 
The working arrangements will be as follows: 
Ninham Shand will be the Lead Consultant and will be responsible for Project Management. 
Generally each work package, or portions thereof, will be the prime responsibility of one of the 
main consultants with the other exercising a review role. In some cases there will be more 
interaction. Wbile NS "viII "manage" the sub-consultants overall, each main consultant will 
interact directly with the relevanr sub-consultants necessary for the packages of work for which 
they have prime responsibility. 
Tr.is first phase srudy \vill comprise the following work packages, and as can be gleaned from 
the allocation Jfthe budget b<':tvleen the work packages and consultants, as ref1ected in the table 
in Appendix B, the prime responsibilities will be allocated as follows : 
Management, Synthesis 
and Main Report: 


















Eerste River Diversion: 
Lourens River Diversion : 




2 \VORK PACK-\GES 
-4 
This is mainly sub-consultant work but .will need 
contributions from the main consultants for the work 
plckages for which they are responsible. 
NS pnme responsibility :lnd GA revie\v. 
GA prime responsibility but NS undertake system 
modelling as part of the Western Cape system, and 
also a review. 
NS prime responsibility and GA review. 
This package will be split bet\veen NS ar..d GA, with 
GA being responsible for all aspects other th:m the 
Water Loss M:magement Component. Each \Vill also 
unde:-take a review function. 
NS prime responsibility and GA review. 
2.1 Management, Synthesis and t\bin Report 
2.1.1 Administration 
Management of the project will include all administrative matters and monthly 
management/rxogTess meetings \vith the CMe. 
The main part of this work package includes the synthesis of the various studies and parts of 
srudies into the :vrain Repon. It is intended that this aspect be worksnopped with the CMC and 
relevant members of the consultant team. 
While currently seven repons are proposed in order to 'cover the major components of [he srudy, 










Terms of Reference 
Water Demand Management 
Water Reclamation 
Water Supply Options 
Environmental 
:5 
Integrated way forward (Mam Report) 
Administrati ve Report 
. " 
Toe synthesis or main report will bring all the components together and will also inc1ude the 
issue of timing (implementation dates) of possible development options in terms of: 
the likdy effectiveness of water demand intervent ions; 
existing constraints to the implementation of water demand m:magement; 
treatment capacity and implications at Faure WTVi; 
the WCSA; and 
[he potential growth in urban and agricultural demand. 
A development programme will be compiled which inc1udes the timing of all phases up to the 
implementation of the various schemes proposed in the strategy. This development programme 
will take cognisance of proposed water demand interventions and the impact thereof 
2.1.2 Multi-criteria Decision Making 
Palmer Development Group (PDG) will facilitate a workshop to establish a set of COrTll'non 
criteria with which to evaluate all demand and supply options . These criteria will be used co 
establish a multi-cnteria decision making model. PDG ..... i11 liaise with individual option 
evaluation te:lms to ensure that theIr ourputs are in suitable formats. 
PDG will run the multi-criteria decision mak.i:1g model to generate first order results, and will 
then facilitate a further workshop to refine thinking around the potential supp ly and demand-s ide 
interventions. If necessary I separate scenarios 'will be developed (0 assist decision-makers to 
make the necessary tr3.de-offs. 












2.2 Public Involvement 
2.2.1 General 
It is assumed that a full public particlpation process will be required in terms of the ErA process, 
but only during the second phase of the study. However, in order for study objectives and 
procedures to be fully compatible with and supportive of current policies and other guidelines 
by Government it is suggested that interested and affected parties should be involved at an early 
stage by means of a public participation process. This process must ensure that all role players 
are aware of the study process and have an opportuniry to pro\-ide relev::.nt input to the study. 
The proposed pUblic participation process can be defined in terms of four broad areas of work. 
These are : 
.Announcement and publiciry 
Scoping of water supply options 
Investigation of water demand management strategies 
Evaluation and determination of options 
CMC's Public Relations Agency will be kept informed of [he public involvement and use of their 
services will be made wherever possible. 
2.2.2 Announcement and publicity 
During this first phase ofacciviry the objective would be to inform specific st.1keholders, as well 
as the general puolic of the Cape Metropolitan .~e3., about the srudy. Tois INill take the form 
of the production and dissemination 0 f a bac kground document, the organising of a media event 
where the exercise will be announced, as well as ongoing liaison with the public. The 
background document will provide an overview of the project as a whole, as well as provide 
det3ils of all of its areas of focus. The document will be used both for general distribution, as 
\vellas in subsequent activities focussing on 10c:lI stakeholders concerned \vith local schemes. 
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Scooine of W:lter suoolv ootions 
This dimension of [he work wl1l focus on [he undertaking of preliminary seoplng exercises on 
[he Lourens River and Eerste River schemes, as well as ::m exe:-cise of Involving the \{i tc he~ l s 
Plain community in the Cape Fllts Aquifer proposals. Loc:!! interested and affected p:lI1ies \v~il 
be contacted and :nformed about the proposed possible schemes, and invited to a public meeting 
\vhere they will have [he opportUnIty to voice their concerns and raise issues for consIderation. 
[n all of the cases, there will be advertising of the relevant events to the iJroader mer:-opolitan 
communiry by means of adverts in daily newspapers . In addition, a targeced group of 
metropolitan stakeholc!ers, such as goverrunental bodies, business and )lGO's wtll aiso be 
informed and invited to participate. 
2.2"+ InvestiQ:ation of water demand man::H?:ement strategies 
The primary focus of this area of work will be on technical investig:ltion, with mmimal 
ilwolvement for r.he pubLic. Nevertheless. there will be a need to make provision for a limited 
level of public input on W:lter demand m:magement later in the srudy once the results of the 
technical investigations are available. 
Evaluation of options 
It is proposed that the activiry include [he production of an :lccessib!e overview of the output of 
the technical exercises of the earlier studies, and [he convening of an open day eve:1t where 
visu31 m:lterial in the form of posters will be presented to [he public for feedback, as well as 
medi3 reports and advertS. 
It is considered [hat this level of public partic ipation will not be adequate ;0 be able to ~ake fl rL.l 
decisions, but should be sufficient for this first phase. Phase:2 of the study wou ld need to 











Eerste RiYer Diversion 
2.3.1 Objecti ves 
The following objectives are envisaged for this study: 
To revievi [he feasibi lity of the scheme from a technical perspec tive. 
To confi nn, or revise. the contiguration of the scheme. 
To update the cost esrimates and determine the un it cost of water!u.-'l it refere!1ce values. 
To ascertain the water demand at which the scheme is economically viable to enable the 
optimum timing of imp1eme:1tation to be determined. 
To determine preliminary riverine insrream flow require:nents and estu::..ry freshwater 
req uiremen ts, 
To determine the likely e~vironme:1tal impacts of the sc hemes, 
To inform the Cv1C of the narure and timing actions ~equired to ensure that the scheme 
can be implemented at a bter stage. 
A. brief description of the tasks envisaged to achieve these objectives IS give!1 below. 
2.3 ,2 Scheme Conceotual isation 
The WCSA proposals would be reviewed in the light of interim developments. 
2.3,3 Hvdroloczv and Yield .A..nalvsis 
It is pia:1..T'led to use the existing hydrolog;i aV3ilable from the WCSA \vith only some minor 
review to confirm current applicabiiiry, :\ny new gauge dat:l av::..i1able will be used.J.s a check 
of previous hydro logical c3.librations. 
Should the proposed abstraction site be significantly ::..ltered for any dive~sion considered, a 












Yields wlll take cognisance ofche riverine and estuarine flow requirements and will be an~ysed 
using [he Water Resources Yield Model that was recently configured for the combmed 
RiviersonderenciJ Palmi~u Steenbras system. 
2.3.-1- Tn-stream Flow Reauireme:1ts 
Tne ri ver '-Nil 1 be visi ted in orde, to update the number 0 f Sl tes conside:-ed for [he determination 
of ecological Stltus and importance. .-\ deskrop assessment of the likely winter f10w 
requirements for the reaches dO'-Nl1stream of [he proposed abstract:on sites will be undertaken. 
Ifpossible, the desl'top planning estimate methodology being developed for the National Water 
A.ct \",ill be adopted. However, since abstnctions may be limited to the winter season, an 
alternative methodology such as the Montana method may be appropriate. 
Estuarine Freshw:J.ter Reoulrements 
This component will enllil a deskwp assessment of the present status and abiotic and biotic 
conditions of the esruary. ft will also Include an assessme:1t of the relative ecological 
importance of the estuary on a local and regional scale. Arising out of this, a first estimate of 
the reserve for water qU::J.nticy for c.l,e estuary will be pro'vided as well as an assessment of the 
effects of abstraction. LJstly. recommendations for funher work required for the next phase, 
focussing on the daLl and information requirements required for the de~ermination of the rese:-ve 
in terms of the National Water .-\ct, will be provided. 
2.3.6 Scheme Develooment 
The engineering ::onceprual desigTl and COStmg will be executed under this cask. Hlving taken 
cognisance of existing and proposed water supply schemes and the mflue:1ce of waeer demand 
m:lnagemem and conservation initiatives, concept designs at pre-fe3.sibiliry leve! ofdetaii \viH 
be prepared of the recomme:1ded development scenarios . Tnis will include layout sketches of 
possible schemes and associated works sl!ch :lS pipelines, pUiDP stJrions ::Ind oal::mcing dams, 
etc. 
No topogr2.phicJ.1 field surveys will be :.mder:lken for this first p[13.se of scheme and sice 
selection. Use will be made of L50 000 sC:lle topographic maps, !:to 000 scalc onhophoros. 











c3.Icuiated in accord3.nce \vHh the me:hodology used for previous similar srudles '~nd the 
Department of \V:lter .-\rTaIrs and Forescry's (OW Af) standard practIce . 
2.3.7 Water Qualirv 
Flow in the lower Easte River includes urban stormwarer d-nd purified sewage effluent, as well 
as runoff and re~urn tlow from fertilised and irrigated lands. As part of the investigation it IS 
envisaged th:lt CMC will rr:ake arrangements for the mst.:dlation oLm event driven sampler d-nd 
will undertake the water quality analysis. (T.lis cost is not included in the proposal). 
P. brief revIew of the fimess for use of the water will be executed to complement the work 
carried out :n the \VCSA and Mr Ian Morrison will adVIse on any implications regarding the 
tTearrnent process and operations at the F::wre Treatment \Vorks. 
2.3.8 Environmental Assessme;1t 
:\.."1 ir.ltial envirorunental impact assessme:J.t of the potential biophysical and social implications 
of the scheme \Vi! I be compiled. A combined public meeting \,ill be held to inform stakeholders 
of the proposed Eerste and Lourens projects and to elicit issues and concerns. 
This report will synthesise the instre::lm and estuarine tlow requirements and compare the 
impacts of the sc heme .. A..n assessment of the significance of potential impact on landuse, land 
o\\11ership, terrestrial vegetation, and social aspects associated with the proposed \ve!rs, pumps, 
balancing dams and pipelines will be provided at a preliminary level. 
The public invoh'er;:ent proposed \'-till solici, the prefe:-ences :?ond concerns of the public and will 











2.4 Lourens Ri .... er Di .... ersion 
The objectives for the Lourens River will be simibr to that adopted for the Eerste Rlver. 
2.J..l Scheme conceotualisation 
Tne proposed development of the .'\Eer properlY will direcc!y impact on the propos:l1 for the 
Lourens River Diversion. This is because the proposed raising of the Paardeviei to create 
balancing storage may conflict with its use as a recreational asset in a resIdential environment. 
This potential conDict needs to be explored as \vell as altemative me:lns of exploiting the 
Lourens Rive:. Some of the alternatives may be: 
cre:lting the bal3.ncing storage by deepening r:lther than raising the Paardev[ei. 
providing balancing stor:lge by constructing a combined storage/detention dam at a site 
on the Lourens River upsrre:J.m of Somerset West which \vould also ser:e to alleviate 
flooding currently being expe:ienced in the to'NT1. 
pumping directly from the Lourens River into the Steenbras-Faure pipeline. In this case, 
the rate::>f abstrlction would be limited to the rate of supply required by the Faure 
ViTV'; and might be funher limited by practical abstraction arrangements. It might be 
possible to pl.!mp additional water in reverse for storage in the lower dam of the 
Steenbras Pumped Storage Scheme, but even in this case, the yield of the scheme is 
likely to be substantially reduced compared with (he origind proposal. 
These ideas and others would be ex.plored and evaluated briefly, on both technlcal lnd 
en vironmer,cJ.1 grounds . 
2A.2 All other lsnects 














Cape Flats Aquifer 
The Cape Flats Aquiicr has been well studied and further investigat ions are not considered 
necessary for the first phase of this study. However, there are uncerta inties reglrding its 
sustainability which are: 
uncertamcy re!:lted to the pote:1tial difficulty of ope,ating a large number of abstract ion 
boreholes m a densely developed urban area, 
uncertainty regarding water quality and the poss ible need to include ozom.tion and 
activated carbon filtr:l.tion in the treatment process. Tois is, however, considered 
unlikely, depe:1ding on the siting of the wellfield. 
Present efforts w111 be directed towards the development of the aqUifer by the planning of3. pilot 
scheme which would be used to resolve the tv.·o uncertainties descnbed above. For the 
preliminary byout and design of the full-sc:l!e groundwater abstractlon scheme, and also [he 
pilot scale wellfie!d, it is necessary to dete:mine the optimum placeme:1t ofpumpi~g boreholes 
as well as monitoring boreholes to predict the impact of pumping on water-tabks and on 
pollutant behaviour. 
Professional judgeme:1t will be used for environmental impact ~)[edictions relating to 
water table lowering effects such:J.S reduced winter water-logging, increased recharge 
potential, and groundwater subsidence pote:1tial. 
groundwater vegetation int<:!raction Impacts . 
reduced groundwater outrlows to sea. 
Tne proposed ourputs of the sn.ldy \vould be: 
A proposed layout of the pilot scheme and a programme [or Its Implementltion, 
monitoring its operation, proposals for ddivery of water abstTac ted from the well field, 
and its integr:l.tion into the system. 
A prelimlO:!.ry [1yout of the proposed fu!1 abstraction well fie ld. 











Preliminary environmental impact assessment of both the pilot scheme and full s~heme. 
The prel iminary ErA would focus on the possible effects on vegetation and on the 
poterHlai effects on the conservation status of wetland vlei systems in the vicinity . 
2.6 W:l.ter Demand .'rboagement 
2.6 . I Introduction 
This first phase stl.ldy wdl investigate and consider all \'iater demand management options on 
l broad scale across the entire supply system. This will enable the options which can provide 
the maximum be:1efirs in the le:l.St time to be identified so that appropriate demand manageme:1t 
measures on be put in place as soon lS possible. Thereafter, if necessary, the second phase of 
the study should focus on particular problem areas . 
This broad based screenmg of water demlnd m:magement issues would assess both the 
opportunities and constraints: 
Opportunities: 
VVhat is the water use related to each aspect lnd whlt le,'e! of savings can be achieved? 
W113.t is tr.e feasibility of elch aspect and ,he possible time frame for achieving these 
savings? 
Vinat costs lre associated with this and what resources would need to be applied? For 
example, what are the institutional issues related to budgeting, who would bear the costs 
etc. v..-jll need to be take:1 into account. 
Constraints: 
\\'hat curre:1( legal requirements in terms of Water demand management measures are 
not being implemented? 
Vihar are [he barriers to implementation from.1n tnstitution3.13.nd policy point of view, 
and wr.:!t Cln be done to overcome these" 
\\tlut are the financial cor.stT3.ints? 
Vvnat iesources are lacking? 












Due (0 the extens iveness of the srudy are::!, and the constraints in the budget, the water demand 
management oppornmities will be inves'lgated on a sample basis for typical representative are3.S 
and the results Vv"l1 be extrapolated to the entire study area. Data will be largely provided from 
existing monitor:ng lnltiatives alre3.dy undervl3.Y by OW AF, CMC, ?ond ioc::!l government. 
2.6.2 Evaluation of Current and Furure Wate:- Demand 
Recen t work undertaken for the Departmen t of Water Affairs and F oresrry by Palmer 
Development Group, the Institute for Futures Research and Ninh3.m Shand examined the latest 
water use figures for the GvLA.. and made an estimate of the future gro\\1h in urban demands. 
The results of a sensitivity testing exercise demonstrated t~at considerable: scope exists ~or 
cema.nd management interventIons . 
This work \\,111 be used as a basis to assess the sector~1 w~ter use pat1cn as f:.lr as possible. Given 
the a vaibble daLl, [he water usage by each of the following sectors wtll be estimated: 
Unaccounted for water, Domestic (in-house and gardening), bdustrial (wet industries and ocher 
industries), Commercial, and ML:J1icipal. 
The model develooed as part of the abovementioned project \Viii be used to gener3.te demand 
forecasts, and for the evaluation of various de.-n;:.nd management options. 
2.6.3 \Vater Demand :Vlana2:ement Issues co be Evaluated 
The following issues, t.1ken mainly from [he briefing document, 3.re proposed for 
evaluation.\\iJ.ter loss management and control 
evaluation of minimum night flows 
pressure control 
household !e3.bge repair programme 
\Alater dficient use 
replacement of autom.:!tic flushing urinals 
use of dual tlush me::hanisms 
uselreplac:::menc of toilet cis~e:-:1s 
l o\~ 110w showerheads 
use of hippo bags 











For the purposes of this study It has been assumed that, if necessary, all work on valV'es and 
meters and loggers "'ill be undertaken by the relevant responsible authority. Ln many cases, 
opening valves that have been closed for many years can k:J.d to new leaks. It is therefore 
assumed that such actions will be camed out by the responsible authority and the project team 
will not be responsible for le:J.ks resulting from such actions. 
Water balances will be earned out in selected district areas . A detailed water requirement and 
actu:J.I consumption analyses for the selected districts will be undert:J.ken in collaboration with 
relevant role players. Existing social and socio-economic profiles of the user groups within each 
of the selected supply districts may be consulted to confirm water use profiles. This water 
b::l!ance \vil l in volve a desk-study only using existing data and information obtained from 
completed studies or from the relevant authorities. Tne deliverable for this component \VII[ be 
average water consumption figures for each selected district comp:u-ed with the average water 
consumption thac has been obtained from the logging of night [lows for e3.ch dis::rict. 
2.6.4.2 Pressure Control 
Some areas of the reticulation system experience excessive pressure, particularly at night, wne:1 
water usage is low. Wnere leaks exist, the resulting wastage of water may be considerabie and 
could be combaned by reducing the pressure. It is proposed to investigate the scope for such 
action. 
In addition to the wADrSO model of the bulk water disaibucion system that was prepared by 
Ninham ShandiCLS , the MLCs have also commissioned lOvestigations into their reticulation 
systems which has involved senmg up \V.-\"o1S0 models. 
To determine the extent to which pressure control is feaslble, it is proposed to use the W,-\..OISO 
models to map (on GIS) the minimum and maximum pressures occurring wHhin the distribution 
system. Comparison with the unit water consumption rates would provide further insight into 
\"h ich zones might benefit most from reduced pressures . Tnese zones would then be targeted 
:wd analysed using (he detailed W.-\.DISO models and suitable locations for pressure reducing 
valves PRV's (or other su.ltable rne:J.ns) identified for installation to reduce the maximum (night 
time) pressure . 
Toe relationship berween water 53. ving and pressure reduction; s documented in the Ii ter3.ture and 











The cost of mstalltnQ: the PRV's, or other measures introduced to reduce the average w3.ter 
...; .... _I : 
pressure In the syste:ll, ~ollid then be compared to the likely water savings. 
Recomme:ldations would be prepared on a programme to progressively reduce \ovater pressure, 
where appropriate, throughout the supply area. 
2.6.4.3 Household Leabge Repair Programme 
Subject to the agreement of the relevant authority, the current programmes underway in Ik:?pa 
would be evaluated to detennine the volume ofsavings being achieved ::md the unit cost of these 
savmgs. 
2.6.5 W:lter Efficient Fittings 
The objective of this aspect of the study is to establish the w2.ter saving which could be achieved 
through the increased use of water efficien.t fittings. There are several facets to this issue: 
(a) From the domestic water use perspective, the range of fittings available include low 
flow shower~eads, smaller toilet cisterns and dual rlush toilet mechanisms. Tois range, 
together with hippo bags and othe:- similar devices, needs to be considered as a package 
for installation in the homes of domesnc consumers and also as individual 
fittings/devices to ascemin possible water savings. 
(b) The installation of such fittings in new houses is distinct from retrofitting in the existing 
homes. 
(c) Tne :1arure of inducemem to consumers to encourage the inst2.llation :md use of efficient 
fittings needs to be considered. This inducement may range from retrofit "give aways", 
co subsidies and pror.1otions, or even to enforcement. 
(d) \V3.ter use in comme:-cial and institutional butldings where large numbers of people 
make use of ablution fac:litiC!s is another aspect. which incluces the replacement of 











(e) \-hinte:1ance of user activated nushing devices (we and urinal) is ;Jrobabl;; 009[: 'T;le 
potenti::tl savIngs that could be Jchieved if .eguh.r m:J.lmen:;.nce \','e ~e en:orcedxtll be 
In vestigated. 
(f) Hosing dO\\TI or' building forecourts :lnd surroundIng pa\'eme:1ts Jppe::rs:o be on the 
increJsc:. T'IS prJctlce \vtll be ir.';estiga:ed in order [0 obtai:l an estimate of the numbe:-
of buildings involved, how often this t:lkes pl3.cc. 3.:1d the volume of W3.tc:- USed. 
2.6.5. I Estimate of current domestIc WJter J1se 
The approJch t:lken \-vtil be to obtain estimates of cu;-rent cJtegories of domestic wate:- U~C 
within the CM,-\. (rom avail3.bk ;nfor.n:Hion For eXJmo!e the rece"t 3.r1d proposed r.lt1.!.re 
Initiatives unde;uke!1 In the CM,-\. by DW.A.F :lnd C~!C, such as the proposed 'nousd:old 
monitOring programme pl:lnned for ~<ltion:ll Water \Veek 2000 (\'farch 2000), surveys 
undert2.ken in sc:-:ools by D\V,·\.F, etc. ~o surveys '"ill be uudernken as pw of chis sLUdy. Some 
e:o.mples of [he c:w:gones of use are: 
in-house domestic use eg toilet flushing. snowers,o:lths, clothes washir.g, washbasins, 
etc . 
gJrden wJte"':ng, s\vimming pools, hosing down of p2. ved surf:!ces. 
This :nfor.7l:ltion ',vill ser.'e as a basis of comprison ::!g:lins[ ehe: possible savings thac C:!!'l be 
:lchieve:d by insr.::.ll:ng ce:nain ,vater ~r'fic;ei1t com90nents \vithm the Cl'vlA.. Tnose 3reJ.S which 
could possibly result in sigr.ti'ic:lnt savings wlil be idenClfied . T;1is wouid be because a large 
proporcion of :he use C:lrl be saved, or that there :s sco~e t'or c. large numbe:- of sm3iier S3vmgs 
to be made . 
The costs of I:,:stc.llmg w::!te:- e:';:cient firlli1gs ',viil oe cornp2.:ed to the W:l:~r s:lvings achieved. 
Jna the cos;:-e ffectlve:1ess 0 f [h2.( parclcular meJsu:-e cc[e;-m!r.ed. Tn.e se:::Slt! '/icy 0 f the cos;i~g 
to ci1J.nges ii1 w:lcer s.:?vings wiil :liso be 3.scert2.in~d. 
l.,:e W:lter used .Po J.lHOm:ltlc fiusnmg ur:nJ.[s i1:lS bee:,: ;cie:-l:i~;ed 1S :l s:g:-:dicJ.nt 1reJ for 











S 000 such devices still Installed In the C'vL\, wastmg as much 3.S :2 per cent of the LOt;! dady 
annu:J.1 average IvatCf supplied. 
Automatic flushing urimls which ope':J.~e coo treque:1tiy .lnd also at night times ::.r.d weekends 
,vhen bud dings are unoccupIed. is a wasteful else olw.::.[er. These devices 2.fe inst3.lled In many 
places, for example schools, hotels. aIrports, pubs, ~,;stJ.urar.ts, fac(Qnes, universllies and 
government buildings. 
A post.:J.1 survey of the number o Llutom:J.t!c flushing urinals ccmently inst.:J.lled Ivithin [he study 
area lVill be made in combination Ivith available infor.nation from SIte surveys undertaken by 
the CMC and local authorities to provide a check on ~he accuracy of the respor.ses. Rele,'ant 
litenture and the results of case studies Ivi11 be refc .. ed:o to obtain a ,ange ofpotenti:J.1 savings 
th3.t Ivould be J.chiel·ej by changing to user-activated systems. :md an estimate of the over:tll 
potenti:.ll lor reahing such savings \vill be made. ThiS Iviil be compued to the cost of 
imple:nentmg such changes In order to ascerw.in the cost effectiveness of this mcasure. 
The results of this component 0 f the Ivork will be !otegr2.ced with the results of the reo:J.inder 
of the srudy compone~ts in order [0 obt2in overall recorru-::endacions for the srudy. 
2.6.6 Promotion ofPriv:He Boreholes and WellDoints 
Much of the CMA is underlain by aquifers which could be ~xploited ft.lI1her, especially for 
garden watering purposes. \Vnere the water tlble is less than 8 m below surface, wellpoifl.ts are 
an inexpensive option \.;:hich c:m reduce 2. household's summer g:J.rde:l-w:ner demand possibly 
of the order of ~oo m; per year (assuming a 600 m~ garden). This option will be investigated 
and descrioed in terms of design. fe3.sibtiir;', costing. :lod \I,aLer- use reduction. Comment will 
also be made how promotion ofwe~lpoints rei:ltes to the \Vater Lal\,. 
2.6.7 \Vater Audits OrT:l!"7e Consume:-s 
B:lsed on an :lnalysis of :he dat;) re~ated ~o large consume:-s. ie consume:-s utilising more (h:ln 
100 ~l!day, the total J.l"erage daily W:lte:- '.lse of chese cor:sumers !S about 120 1)1)0 \(Lday, 











It is proposed to ev::du2.te rhe pocencl2.! savings which can be made by large water consl'.m.ers>by: 
CompilIng the data on large consumers. 
R;:,nking the use,s by \V;lter consumption. 
Grouping users according to types of \V::lcer use. 
Ide:1tii'ying at !c;:,st one user In each significa:1r group, one of \;;hich \vill Je l local 
::lUthoriry. 
Executing ...... ate, ;:,uji ts 0 f;:, number of l2.rge const..:mers to eV::l!uate the pOlerHlll for and 
likely cost of "vate, saving. 
Extrapolating thIS datl ro the mecropolic:J.n scale. 
:\hsters students from :he Envlronmenlal and GeogTaphical Science DepJ.rtTnent at the 
Uni versi ry 0 f CJ.pe Tov"Tl will be conduc[ing research i:1 ~his fie ld 'v'ith the inte:-lt 0 C rc',iewing 
and critiquing aVJ.i\ab\.:: ]itenture, undertakmg pilot studies ;lnd ::malysing results. The findings 
of this rese:lrch will be utliised in this study \\i here :lppropriare. 
2.6.8 Price Ebsticitv of \V::llcr 
Tariffs can playa m::ljor role in moderating cem:J.nd and this intluence is incorporated into the 
model de veloped by the Palmer Deve!opme:1.c Group (POG) on beh::l1f of the Water Research 
Commission in order to predict the gro\,vth of water derr::lods. -r.,e mode! J.llows for tne price 
e!:lsriclty of \v;:,:er to be ~nserted ;:,nd c;:,n distinguish bet\vee:1 high, medium and low income 
groups ::J.s well as mdustri::J.l consumers. 
In order to eV;J.!uJ.te the imp::J.ct of ch::J.nges in w:lter t::J.rirTs, some lOsight inLo consumer price 
el:lsticities :s required. Tois is 3. diffic:llt ;:,reJ of economic ar:alys:s, ~owever , wah linie or no 
~eseJ.rch h3.ving been ~ndertake:1 on this copic in South :\fricJ.. 
TLle rest! Its I'rom [he C2.pe \V2.[e~ cerr:J.nd 9rojec~ cle;J.r!y :ndIC3te :h~l( furure water dem2.r:d is 
high!y sensi ti ve to price c::Jnges. The dfe:t 0 (the recent t.:lri if incre:lse on w'ater consumption 












C()nsrraints to [mo!ement3tion 
The COnSIT3lnts \VhICO may limit or hlnder the implemeota[Jon of each of the abo\'eme:1tioned 
me3sures will be sumrr:ansed into one ch3pter in the '.'late, dem;:.nd management repon. in 
:.lddition, the results of a more general review of possIble constraints wIll be contained in this 
ch::.pcer. Tnis will include examinmg the m:.lny organis3.tions which are currently involved In 
water resource planning :.lnd water delivery, as well3.s an overview of the relevant legislation, 
In the form ofby-b\vs and regubtions. Existing by-laws and regulations that are curre!"1tly not 
being enforced \viIl 31so be highlighted. Potential funding mechanisms wiIl :.llso be explored .. 
2.7 \\':lter Recbrnation 
Tnrs \vill be ae:.llt with 3.S r..vo sub-t3.sks, namely use of grey-·.\"3.CCf, :.lnd use of treated sewage 
effiue:1t. It should bc noted th:.lt these r.vo types or use compete with each other for the same 
source of water. 
2.7.1 Use ofGrev-water 
2.7.2 
This subject h::.s been researched extensively in other countries, ar.d different approaches have 
been adopted by, for example .-\merica, \vhere reuse of grey-\vater above grotl.TJ.d is not allowed 
oec::.use ofcoe r.sk of Legion.."1::.ires dise3.se, and the United Kingdom, where the above ground 
use is allowed. These different approaches, particubrly with regard to the associated heaitn 
risks, '.vill be inves,ig:Hed. A liter3.Me se3.rch \vill be conducted a:1d the 5::.1iem points reported 
on. 
[n ;:.ddiuon. the "Jorenti:).l for ~he use of greY-'V3.ter by recycllr:g on consumers' premises in the 
m!dy area will be determined. DetaIls ofrhe perfonn:wce of insulted systt:ms in the CMA w111 
be oOtair.ed ITom the suppliers 3.nc,'or else:-s. Castings wtll be done tor borh the approach whe,e 
3.oo"·e ground re'..:se is allowed. as well as the approach where only below ground reuse is 
Jennirtec!. 
L'se of Tie:lted Sewa'2e Effluent 
Tre:.lted seW:.lge ~ff1uent is 3.0 :mport:lnt poter.tial source of wa(er for the CMA .. Rece:1t wode 











recbmation in South Africa, and for ,he CMC by Ninfllm Shand and Abbott Grobicki 
developing a strategic guiCeitr.e for \\lller r~cbm2.rion in the CMA will be incorpor2.ted mto ll-)e 
scudy. Tnis basehne inforrnation wd! oe updated where neW inltlJ.tlVes have oee:1 undertken, 
and the results will be integrated into the ~ulti-cnteria decision making process . 
Avaibble inform:nion on the recb.mation oftre:J.red se'.vage efiluent (0 pODble sCJndard wIll be 
colbred lnd the potential for this type of rcc lamation within the CM.-\. will be Lepor-ed on . 
.3 BL"DCET 
The overlll scudy budge~ is R2,5 million, excludmg VAT. .-\ ore:ll\:Col.l.l1 of the Judger ai located 
to each work pacbge is gn(en in Appendix. B. 
STFDY PROCR-\..M.ME 
The srudy wdl extend over 12 months. commencing in January 2000. A schedule sho\vlOg the 
riming or the different t:J.sks is given in .-\.ppendix C. .-\.s requested by DiNAf (Water 
Conse~,;atior.) , all preliminary results of :he -,,vater dem::md r:1aO:J.geme:-H investig:HlOn 'Will be 














= Ninham Shand (Lead) 
Gibb Africa 
SlJB-CONSUL T.-'\.i.~TS 
Private = Various individual consultants and overseas expert 
POG = Palmer Development Group 
CSTRe = . CSIR estuaries 
UCT/UPE = Universities of Cape Town and PE 
SW = Southern Waters 
CGC = Common Ground Consulting 
CSIRg = CSIR ground 
Umvoto = Umvoto Africa 
AG = Abbot Grobicki 
GLS = Geusteyn Loubser Streicher 
vVRP = \Vater Resource Planning and Conservation 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF LARGE CONSUMERS' WATER USE 
WITHIN THE CAPE METROPOLITAN AREA 
- TERNIS OF-REFERENCE 
1. Background to the study 
It has been predicted that the surface water resources of the Western Cape will only meet 
the demand until the year 2020 . The traditional way to solve this problem is to increase 
the water supply by embarking on an expensive supply augmentation scheme, such as the 
proposed Skuifraam Dam. However, there are other less expensIve, more 
environmentally sensitive options to ensure that existing supply meets the current and 
future demand, and the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DW AF) and the Cape 
Metropolitan Council (CMC) are exploring some of these options. 
In order to study different options and propose viable recommendations for decision 
making the CMC launched a project titled "Integrated Water Resource Planning Study". 
Alternative options to meet the demand for water in the Cape Metropolitan Area (CMA) 
include water conservation efforts, water demand management techniques, integrated 
water resource planning and other administrative measures. As part of this project, four 
Masters students from the Department of Environmental and Geographical Science at the 
University of Cape Town (UCT) were commissioned to investigate various aspects of 
Water Demand Management (WDM) and more specifically to undertake Water Audits of 
selected large water users (organisations consuming more than 100 kilolitres of water per 
day) in the CMA. 
2. Objectives of the University of Cape Town students' study 
The UCT students will complete the following related ~o the Water Demand Management 
study: 
• Conduct a comprehensive literature search of topics related to water demand 
management and water auditing. 










• Establish an up to date list of the large water users (those using more than 100 kl/day) 
in the CMA. This list will only contain the names of top water users that have been' 
. ' 
provided to the UCT study group by Monday 10th July 2000. 
• Each entry within the above mentioned list will be placed into its relevant sector 
according to the 1 C industry codes (Industry codes: OO-Basic Foods, 10-Refined 
Foods, 20-Textiles, 30-Leather, Rubber and Plastic, 40-Building & Construction, 50-
Printing & Paper, 60-Chemicals, 70-Engineering, 80-Commercial and Public, 90-
Residential and Institutions), provided sufficient information is gained from the 
questionnaires received before Monday 24th of July 2000 . 
• Use a questionnaire, to gather information about attitudes and perceptions of the large 
water users in the CMA. Questionnaire results received after Monday 24th July 2000 
will not be evaluated/considered by the UCT study group. 
• Conduct water audits on pre-determined organisations as agreed on 3rd July 2000. 
3. Procedure of the students' study 
3.1 Literature search 
The literature search will cover all topics related to WDM, Water Conservation and 








Together with the literature, experts in the field will be consulted and interviewed. A 
list of the literature that was consulted will be placed in the final report. 
3.2 List of top water users 
Municipal Local Councils (MLCs) will be contacted via ARCUS GIBB and asked to 
supply a list of consumers using more than 100 kl! day. The list of large water users 











will include contact details, postal and physical addresses and a suitable contact 
person. 
3.3 Attitude and perception questionnaire 
The questionnaire will be designed, tested and will be distributed amongst various 
groups of people including academic staff, fellow students, specialists and other 
people working on the project. The questions will be revised and sent through 
numerous draft versions before being distributed to the large water users on the 
contact list. The results of the questionnaire received before the 24th of July 2000 will 
be assessed and presented in a report to ARCUS GIBB. Respondents' names, and 
organisations' they represent, will not be used in the analysis of the questionnaire 
results . 
3.4 Water audits 
The students will first audit selected organisations together with Mr Roy Donovan and 
Mr Heinrich Hess of ARCUS GIBB. Thereafter, the students will independently 
conduct audits on pre-determined organisations within the CMA. The results of these 
audits will be presented to ARCUS GIBB. Analysis of these audits is not the 
responsibility of the 'JeT study group. 
4. Final report 
The final report is to be presented to Mr Johan du Plessis of ARCUS GIBB on 31 st July 
2000. This report will include the following: 
• The list 0 f references co llected during the project 
• The list and contact details of the large water users in the CMA received before the 
loth of July 2000 
• An analysis of the results from the questionnaire received before 24th of July 2000. 












A maximum budget is attached herewith and is presented in two sections namely, the 
budget summary (one page) and the detailed budget (seven pages). The UCT Tenns of 












AN ASSESSMENT OF LARGE CONSUMERS' 
WATER USE WITHIN THE CAPE METROPOLITAN 
AREA - BUDGET 
A detailed budget is presented below. This is followed by a budget summary, 
which lists all assumptions made. 
DETAILED BUDGET 
The costs associated with each of the specific objectives of the project, as 
listed in the 'Tenns of Reference' , are listed below. 
(I) Comprehensive literature search 
Photocopying: 
Will need to photocopy relevant infonnation from books, journals etc. As of 10 'h March 
2000 we have used approximately 1200 copies. The literature search is still ongoing. 
Expect say 4000 copies at most. 
I 4000 x R 0-25 = R 1000-00 
Printing: 
From internet searches, files sent via e-mail to us and printing hard copy records of our 
literature search including reference list. As of Sih April 2000 we have printed 10S0 pages. 
The literature search is ongoing and so we expect 3000 pages. 
I 3000 x R 0-35: = R 1050-00 . 
Travel expenses: 
Trips to the University of Stellenbosch libraries, research centres, other libraries and visits 
to the Cape Metropolitan Council (CMC). Assume IS trips of 50 km @ 6Sc per kilometre. 
115 x. 50 x R 0-65 = R 487-50 
Phone caBs and faxes: 
The phone bill for February and March of 2000 is not available at present. 
Assume 100 local calls (S min) @ SOc per 3 minutes: 
1100 x R 1-00 = R 100-00 










I 20 x 5 x Rl-50 = R 150-00 
Assume 20 mobile phone calls (5 min) @ 175c per minute: 
20 x 5 x 175c = R 175-00 
Faxes-outgoing: Assume 10,5 page faxes with 5 minutes telephone time. 
5 minutes phone time = Rl 
5 page fax = R 5 
lOx R6-00 = R 60-00 
(II) Develop an updated list of the large water users in the six 
Municipal Local Councils (MLCs) within the CMA 
Correspondence (i.e. phone calls and faxes): 
Phone calls (ARCUS GIBB and MLCs perhaps) 
Assume 20 (5 min) local calls and 5 (5 min) cellular calls. 
20 x R 1-00 = R 20-00 
5 x 5 minx Rl-75=R43-75 
Phone calls to information (INFO) to find user addresses where these have not been 
supplied by the MLCs. Assume 150 calls at 5 minutes each. 
I 150 x R 1-00 = R 150.:.00 
Assume 20 faxes (outgoing) of 5 pages in length for clarification of information provided 
by MLCs. 
I 20 x R 6-00 = R120-00 
Photocopying: 
Relevant documents from ARCUS GIBB/ MLCs. Assume 200 pages. 
I 200 x R 0-25 = R 50-00 
Printing: 
Preparing the database or report to document the top say 300' water users. Assume say 
200 pages. 
200 x R 0-35 = R 70-00 












May have to travel to municipalities to clear up any uncertainties or for further 
information. Assume 10 trips of 50km @ 65c per kilometre. 
I 10 x 50 x R 0-65 = R32S-00 
(III) Questionnaire (Attitudes and perceptions) 
Printing: 
Assume 10 page questionnaire + cover page + background letter (ie 12 pages at most). 
Assume 15 drafts of 7 copies- 1260 copies . 
I 1260 x 35c = R441-00 
Assume 300* large water users to whom the initial questionnaire will be delivered. The 
questionnaire will be printed on blue paper costing 40c a page . 
I 300* x 12 = 3600 x R 0-40 = R1440-00 
Photocopying: 
Limited amount, photocopying other questionnaires from the library etc. Assume 200 
pages . 
I 200 x R 0-2Sc = RSO-OO 
Phone calls: 
Per organisation (of Nhich there are 300*): 
Introducing ourselves and identifying key contact per50n 
Assume 5 minute local phone call = R 1-00 
Contact key person and tell them about the questionnaire. This will take a little longer 
than a regular phone call. Assume 10 minute call with a possibility of contacting them via 
cell phone. 
With a 10 minute local call 
With a 10 minute cell phone call 
= R 2-00 
= R17-50 
Assume 40% of these phone calls will be made to cellular phones. 
Follow up call- Have they received the guestionnaire? Assume 5 minute local call. 
With a 5 minute local call = R 1-00 
Chase up call- Whv have we not received the guestionnaire back? Could consist of a 5 
minute local call or 5 minute cell phone call. 
With a 5 minute local call 
With a 5 minute cell phone call 
= R 1-00 
= R8-75 
Assume 40% of these phone calls will be made to cellular phones . 
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Average total telephone call cost per organisation = RI-OO + R2-00 xO.6 + RI7-S0x0.4 + 
RI-OO + RI-00 xO.6 + R8-7S x0.4 = R14-30 
For all the organisations: 
300* x R 14-30= R4290-00 
Postage: 
Per organisation: Assume 2 stamps on envelope. Stamp cost = R 1-30. 
2 x Rl-30 = R2-60 
I 300* x R 2-60 = R 780-00 
Envelopes: 
I per organisation. 25 envelopes(AS) cost R 15-00 
I 300*/25 x R15-00 = R 180-00 
Transport: 
Assume 10% of companies request a personal interview or require that we fetch the 
completed questionnaire document. 10% of 300* organisations = 30. Assume 30 trips of 
approx. SOkm. 
30 trips x 50km x R 0-65 = R 975-50 
Fax- incoming: 
We have asked all recipients to fax back the questionnaire. Assuming SO% response rate, 
we can expect about IS00 pages of fax. The Environmental and Geographical Science 
Department will charge us for 3 rolls of fax paper and half the cost of a new toner. 
3 x R 25-00 = R75~00 . 
Y2 Toner = R 450-00 
(IV) Analysing information gained from Questionnaire 
Printing: 
Preparing a summary of the information obtained. Representing some of the appropriate 
information statistically. Assume SOO pages. 
I 500 x R 0-35 = R 175-00 
Phone calls: 
Assume 20 local phone calls (S min) and 10 cellular 
information presented in Questionnaires. 
4 
phone calls (Smin) to clarify 
J2~1fJ 










20 x R 1-00 = R 20-00 
10 x 5 x Rl-75 = R 87-50 
Faxing: 
Faxing some of the summarised results to ARCUS GIBB for comment. Assume 5 faxes of 
5 pages in length. 
I 5 x R 6-00 = R 30-00 
(V) Practical water audit course with Mr Roy Donovan and lYlr 
Heinrich Hess 
Photocopying: 
Assume 200 pages for photocopying documentation provided by Roy for each of the 
group members. 
I 200 x R 0-25 == R 50-00 
Transport: 
Assume 2 trips of SOkm each, 
I 100lan x R 0-65 == R 65-00 
(VI) Student Audits to be conducted independently 
Printing: 
Assume 500 pages to prepare a summary of the audit results. 
I 500 x R 0-35 = R 175-00 
Photocopying: 
Assume 200 pages of photocopying auditing tool from Mr Roy Donovan and Mr Heinrich 
Hess. 
I 200 x R 0-25 = R 50-00 
Travel: 
Maximum of 16 trips of 50lan each. These trips will be to the various audit destinations as 
detennined by Mr Roy Donovan and Mr Heinrich Hess, 
16 x 50 x R 0-65 == R 520-00 
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(VI) Preparation of report 
Assume report is 100 pages long. Assume 3 drafts of 6 copies (Group of four + Kevin 
Winter + ARCUS GIBB) 
I 3 x 6 x 100 = 1800 pages x R 0-35 = R 630-00 
Assume 7 copies for final review (two copies for ARCUS GIBB) 
I 7 x 100 x R 0-35 = R 245-00 
Assume 6 final copies 
I 6 x 100 x RO-35 =R210-00 
Binding: 
31 copies x R 5-00 = R 155-00 
STATIONARY 
Files: 
2 files for General info; I file for water audit documents; 1 file for Demand Management 
documents; I file for Public government documents on water issues ; 1 file for 
Faxes/lettersl e-mails; I file for case studies; I file for meeting minutes; 2 files for MLC 
data; 2 files for questionnaire results; 1 file for photocopied documents of relevance and 1 
file for the bibliography. 
I 14 files x R 15-00 = R 210-00 · 1 
High lighter pens: 
11 pack: R 20-00 
Marker pens: 
I 5 no. marker pens (a), R 10-00 each =-R 50-00 
Stiffy discs: 












SUMMARY OF COSTS 
Comprehensive literature search: 
R 1000-00 + R 1050-00 + R 487-50 + R 100-00 + R 150-00 + 
R 175-00 + R 60-00 = R 3022-50 
Develop an updated list of the top water users in the six Munic ipal Local Councils 
(MLCs): 
R 20-00 + R 43-75 + R 150-00 + R 120-00 + R 50-00 + 
R 70-00 + R 325-00 = R 778-75 
Questionnaire (Attitudes and perceptions): 
R 441-00 + R 1440-00 + R 50-00 + R 4290-00 + R 780-00 + 
R 180-00 + R 975-50 +-R 75-00 + R 450-00 = R 8681-50 
Analysing information gained from Questionnaire: 
IR 175':OO+R 20-?0+R 87-50 +R 30-00 = R 312~50 
Water audit course with Roy Donovan and Mr Heinrich Hess (ARCUS GmB): 
Student audits conducted independently: 
I R 175-00 + R 50-00 +R 520-00~R745-00 
Preparation of report: 
R 630-00 + R 245-00 + R 210-00 + R 155-00 = R 1240-00 
Stationary: 
I R 210-00 +R 20-00 + R 50-00 +R 90-00 = R 370-00 
Total cost = R.15 265-25 + 100/0 contingency 
=R 15 265-25 + R 1 526-53 












Comprehensive Literature Search 
Photocopying: ................................................ . .... . .... . . 
Printing: ........ ...... . .... .......... . ... ...... . ... . ............... . 
Travel expenses: ........ .. .... ......................... . ... . .......... ..... . 
Phone calls and faxes ........................................................... . 
Develop an updated list of the 
large water users in the six 
Municipal Local Councils 
I Subtotal: 
Phone calls and faxes ........................................................... . 
Photocopying: 
Printing: 
Travel expenses: ............................................................ 
ISubtotal: 








Faxes- incoming .................................................. ..... ..... 
I Subtotal: 
Analysing information gained 









...................................................... ..... . 
ISubtotal: 




















































































Terms of Payment 
GIBB will pay the Sub-Consultant within 30 days after payment of our invoices by the Cape .' 
Metropolitan Council. 
The Sub-Consultant should forward invoices to GI BS before the 15th of each month in order to 
include the sub-consultant costs in our invoices. 
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Time for Completion 
The time for completion for the services contracted out are as per study programme which f 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF LARGE CONSUMERS' WATER USE 
WITHIN THE CAPE METROPOLITAN AREA 
1. Background to the study 
It has been predicted that the surface water resources of the Western Cape will only meet the 
demand until the year 2020. The traditional way to solve this problem is to increase the water 
supply by embarking on an expensive supply augmentation scheme, such as the proposed 
Skuifraam Dam. Howe'ler, there are other less expensive, more environmentally sensitive 
options to ensure that existing supply meets the current and future demand, and the 
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (OW AF) and the Cape Metropolitan Council 
(CMC) are exploring some of these options. 
In order to study different options and propose viable recommendations for decision making 
the CMC launched a project titled "Integrated Water Resource Planning Study". Alternative 
options to meet the demand for water in the Cape Metropolitan Area (CMA) include water 
conservation efforts, water demand management techniques, integrated water resource 
planning and other administrative measures. As part of this project, four Masters students 
from the Department of Environmental and Geographical Science at the University of Cape 
Town (UCT) were commissioned to investigate various aspects of Water Demand 
Management (WDM) and more specifically to undertake Water Audits of selected large water 
users (organisations consuming more than 100 kilolitres of water per day) in the CMA. 
2. Objectives of the University of Cape Town students' study 











• Conduct a comprehensive literature search of topics related to water demand management 
and water auditing. 
• Establish an up to date list of the large water users (those using more than 100 kJJday) in 
the CMA. This list will only contain the names of top water users that have been provided 
to the UCT study group by Monday 10th July 2000. 
• Each entry within the above mentioned list will be placed into its relevant sector 
according to the 10 industry codes (Industry codes: 00-Basic Foods, 10-Refined Foods, 
20-Textiles, 30-Leather, Rubber and Plastic, 40-Building & Construction, 50-Printing & 
Paper, 60-Chemica~s, 70-Engineering, 80-Commercial and Public, 90-Residential and 
Institutions), provided sufficient information is gained from the questionnaires received 
before Monday 24th of July 2000. 
• Use a questionnaire, to gather information about attitudes and perceptions of the large 
water users in the CMA. Questionnaire results received after Monday 24th July 2000 will 
not be evaluated/considered by the UCT study group. 
• Conduct water audits on pre-determined organisations as agreed on yd July 2000. 
3. Procedure of the students' study 
3.1 Literature search 
The literature search will cover all topics related to WDM, Water Conservation and Water 





Together with the literature, experts in the field will be consulted and interviewed. A list of 










3.2 List of top water users 
Municipal Local Councils (MLCs) will be contacted via ARCUS GIBB and asked to 
supply a list of conswners using more than 100 k1/ day. The list of large water users 
received before Monday 10th July 2000 will be <;ompiled from this information and will 
include contact details, postal and physical addresses and a suitable contact person. 
3.3 Attitude and perception questionnaire 
The questionnaire will be designed, tested and will be distributed amongst various groups 
of people including academic staff, fellow students, specialists and other people working 
on the project. The questions will be revised and sent through nwnerous draft versions 
before being distributed to the large water users on the contact list. The results of the 
questionnaire received before the 24th of July 2000 will be assessed and presented in a 
report to ARCUS GIBB. Respondents' names, and organisations' they represent, will not 
be used in the analysis of the questionnaire results. 
3.4 Water audits 
The students will fIrst audit selected organisations together with Mr Roy Donovan and Mr 
Heinrich Hess of ARCUS GIBB. Thereafter, the students will independently conduct 
audits on pre-determined organisations within the CMA. The results of these audits will be 
presented to ARCUS GIBB. Analysis of these audits is not the responsibility of the UCT 
study group. 
4. Final report 
The fInal report is to be presented to Mr Johan du Plessis of ARCUS GIBB on 31 st July 2000. 
This report will include the following: 










• The list and contact details of the large water users in the CMA received before the 10th of 
July 2000 
• An analysis of the results from the questionnaire received before 24th of July 2000. 
• The results of the Water Audits conducted by the students 
5. Budget 
A maximum budget is attached herewith and is presented in two sections namely, the budget 
summary (one page) and the detailed budget (seven pages). The UCT Terms of Reference and 
























The following names and numbers are of people who helped during the project. These numbers were gathered during 
the project. 
Name Organisation (occupation) Tel Number E-mail Address 
Bailey, Reg Durban Metro, KwaZulu Natal 031 3024743 regb@dmws.durban.gov.za 
Bakkel, Hannes Rand Water Board, Gauteng 011 682 0814 
Burger, Lynton Consultant, Private 
Butcher, Shirley EGS Department, UCT 6502873 
Bystron, Anna SIDA, Sweden anna.bystrom@sida.se 
Chapman, Charles CMC, Water and Waste 
Davies, Helen CMC, Information Services Dept 4872831 
De Villiers-Leach, Sarah Rand Water Board, Gauteng 011 6820814 
Dewar, Neil, Dr EGS Department, UCT 6502880 
Dingley, Charles Electrical Engineer, UCT 6502793 
Donovan, Roy Consultant, Tweeddale Consulting 0827897769 
Drury, Nigel Water Matters 674 1932 
du Plessis, Johan ARCUS GIBB, Bellville 9145550 
Duncan-Smith, Basil Maintenance Engineer, UCT 6503145 
Eklund, Lars SIDA, Sweden lars.eklund@sida.se 
Fuggle, Richard, Prof EGS Department, UCT 6502873 
Goody, George Ninham Shand, Cape Town 4245544 
Haynes, Michael Umgeni Water Board, KwaZulu Natal michael.haynes@umgeni.co.za 
Hess, Heinrich ARCUS GIBB 4699100 











Name Organisation (occupation) Tel Number E-mail Address 
Larson, Joy Ninham Shand, Cape Town 4245544 
Le Grange, Aldu, Dr ARCUS GIBB 9145550 
Luger, Mike Ninham Shand, Cape Town 4245544 
Matara, Simba Student, UCT 
Mazeema, Hamied CMC, Scientific Services Dept 6379117 
McQueen, Carol Working for Water, Cape Town 4052200 
Moargas, Sean Stellenbosch Municipality 
Marilly, 'louis South Peninsula Water Inspectors 7970711 
Pinkerton, Roy Durban Metro, KwaZulu Natal royp@dmws.durban.gov.za 
Pithey, Sonya CMC, Catchment Management 4872221 
Preston, Guy, Dr Working for Water, Cape Town 4052200 
Price, Penny Oceangraphy Department, UCT 
Reynecke, Mark South Atlantic Plastics 551 8817 
Shippey, Karen EGS Department, UCT 6502873 
Stone, Dean Aquasmart 8552632 
Wallpole, Keith CMC, Scientific Services Dept 6379117 
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Tygerberg Hospital, Finance, Private Bag X1 
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Dept. of Community 
Development 
N1 City Mall 
Fine ChemlcaTs CorporatIon 
Conrad Ie Hospital 
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Brian Porter Moton; 
(Claremont) 





City of Cape 
Town 
City of Cape 
Town 
City of Cape 
Town 
Stand 8 rvate Bag X9019, Cape Town-
Erf 32491 I N1 City Mall, Domain Properties, PO 
Box 12 300, N1 City 
Not PO Box 253, Epplndust 
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Not Private Bag X4. Howard 
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_. 
Not PO Box 51, Rondebosch 
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7442 23 Bolt Avenue 
7535 a Mike Plenaar Boulevard 
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7350 o Charles Piers Street 
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7824 a Gle Road 
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Mr De Bruin 
Mr Alfred Mbewe 










































































Code 20' Tygerberg 
NOTES: 
(1) The users have been ranked according to dally potable water consumption figures. 
(2) The list was finalised on the 28 July, 2000. 
(3) The following symbol has been used to Indicate that a user has been 'black listed': 
(4) An explanation for the 'black listing' has been provided In section 2.1 of this chapter. 
m l::l::lll: lj·:: Hl:llm:m···m~ 1 I 
(5) Some of the users have several water meters. As a result, the names of these users appear on the list a number of times. Only one questionnaire was 
sent off to these users. In these special cases, a note was made on each of the questionnaires indicating which Erfl Stand numbers the questionnaire 
pertained to. 
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Cilpe M e 'CTopOlicOIIl Council 
K""",,ps ~ Me("ropoliraall~e Ra.ul 
Ibhunga Lo law ul o Lwcnqila Yekap <'t 
INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCE PLANNING STUDY 
REGISTRATION FORM AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
JULY 2000 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Cape Metropolitan Council's 
'Integrated water resource planning study'. Please complete this registration 
form and the attached questionnaire , and FAX it back to (021) 650 3791 by the 
24th July 2000 . The FAX can be marked for the attention of the 'UCT Water 
Demand Management Group'. Should you have any problems in this regard , please 
do not hesitate to call our group at (021) 650 2957 and we can make an 
alternative arrangement. 
NB. The infonnation provided will in no way be directly linked to the respondent or 
his/her organisation and will not be utilised, other than for the purposes of the 
study. 
Organisation Registration Form: 
NAME OF ORGANISATION: ........ .... ................ .. ..... .. ..... .. ..... .. ...... . ...... .. .... .. ...... .. .. . 
TYPE OF ORGANISATION (the dominant activity the organisation is involved in) : 
ADDRESS: .... .... ... .... . . ....... .... ....... .... ... ...... ... .. ..... ...... .. .. .. ... . ... .... ... .. ....... . ..... .. ... . 
TELEPHONE: ......... '" .... .. ...... '" .... . ..... . . . FAX: 
Optional: Representative's details 
TITLE: ..... . ......... INITIALS: ............... .. . SURNAME: 
FIRST NAME: .. ... .... .. ..... . ... ..... ...... . ....... .... .. ............... ............ ....... ..... ... .. ....... .. . . 
POSITION: ... .. .. .... .. ........ .. ..... .... ..... .. .. .... ..... . .. ..... ... ... .. .. .. .... . ..... . ..... . ... ..... .. ..... . .. . 
rnNINHAM SHAND 
~ CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
ARCUS GIBB 
LAWGIBB ~ 
c;. R. C> '{J p~ 















QUESTIONNAIRE ON WATER CONSUMPTION IN THE CAPE 
METROPOLITAN REGION 
Respondents Notes: 
• As well as being representative of the organisation, the person answering 
this questionnaire should have knowledge of water consumption within 
the organisation . 
• The questionnaire should take approximately 15 minutes to complete. 
• The sections within the questionnaire should be approached as follows : 
Section 1. National and Regional Level Issues 
This section is included to get an idea of your attitudes and 
perceptions of water related issues at a national and regional 
level. 
Section 2. Organisation Level Issues 
This section is included to get an idea of actual water 
consumption at the organisation level. 
1. National and Regional Issues 
Ia) In your view, natural fresh water resources (rivers, dams, rainfall and 
groundwater) in South Africa are ... (Please ."". choice) 
Plentiful Adequate Scarce Extremely 
scarce 
Uncertain 
1 b) In your view, natural fresh water resources in the Western Cape Province 
are .. . (Please""" choice) 
Plentiful Adequate Scarce Extremely 
scarce 
Uncertain 
Ic) In your view, natural fresh water resources in the Cape Metropolitan Area 
(CMA) are ... (Please""" choice) 
Plentiful Adequate Scarce Extremely 
scarce 
Uncertain 
2) If you were challenged with solving a water shortage problem in the CMA, 
what do you think would be the most suitable alternative to solve the 
problem? Suitability should cover feasibility, effectiveness and 
environmental sensitivity. Of the options provided below, please rank 
your best alternative 1, your second best alternative 2 and your third 
best alternative 3, etc. 
Construct more dams in the catchment areas 
Pump water from other areas 











Water loss management and control (leakage detection and repair 
programme) 
Implement escalating block-rate tariff (the greater the amount of 
water used, the greater the charge for each additional unit .) 
[ ] Recycle more water 
[ ] Implement water restrictions 
[ ] Promotion of the use of water saving flxtures and fittings (retrofltting). 
[ ] Use groundwater resources (e.g. aquifers) 
[ ] Tow icebergs from the Antarctic 
[ ] Clear more invasive trees from the catchment areas 
[ ] Other 
If other, please elaborate further : 
3) The total water demand for the CMA is estimated at 900 Ml/ day based on 
the water use for the year 1999. The categories of sectoral water use, and 
their estimated percentages of the total demand are listed below (City of 
Cape Town, City Engineer's Annual Report dated 1995/96): 
Household 34% 




Unaccounted for water (UA W) I 19% 
In your opinion, prioritise which sector has the potential to save the most 
water (Rank sector with greatest potential to save water as 1 followed 
by the sector with next greatest potential saving ranked as 2 etc.). 
[ ] Household 
[ ] Gardening and Sports Bodies 
[ ] Industrial 
[ ] Commercial 
[ ] Municipal 
[ ] Unaccounted for water 
4) Below is a map of the CMA, showing the six Metropolitan Local Councils 
(MLC) boundaries. In your opinion, where is most of your organisation's 
water sourced from? (Please ,/ one choice) 
Within your organisation's municipal boundary 
From a number of municipal areas , but within the CMA 
From outside the CMA 
Uncertain 
1 Unaccounted for Water (UAW): This is water that is lost from the reticulation system 
either through leaks, unmetered consumption andj or 
theft (Davies and Day, 1998). 
























Figure taken from State of the Environment Report for the CMA, Year One-
1998 
5) In your view, when do you estimate that the demand for potable water will 
exceed the existing supply within the CMA? 
Less than one year 
Between one and five years 
Between five and twenty years 
Between twenty and fifty years 
Longer than 50 years 
Uncertain 
6) What are your feelings about the following statement? 
Water use (including water resource development) in the CMA has little effect 
on the environment of the Western Cape. 
Strongly agree Agree Indifferent Disagree Strongly disagree 














2. Organisation Issues 
7a) Does your organisation have an Environmental Policy? 
7b) 
YES NO 
Does your organisation have a Water Conservation Strategy? (e.g. strategy to 
retrofit e .g. automatic flushing urinals, upgrade water fittings, fix leaks , 
utilise more water efficient devices! equipment or optimise irrigation and! or 
garden watering) 
YES NO 
7c) Does your organisation publish an environmental report? 
YES NO 
7d) If yes, does this environmental report include information on water use? 
YES NO 
7e) Would your organisation be prepared to make any of this information 
available? 
YES NO 
7f) Does your organisation have an environmental management system? (e.g. 
based on ISO 14)01) 
YES NO 
8a) How much potable and non-potable water (in kilolitres) does your 
organisation use per month? (Please provide the quantity of water in the 
block, or if uncertain ,/ unknown) 
Water Type i) Potable ii) Non-Potable 
Water volume (Kl/month) 
Unknown 
8bl Please tick (-1 the sectors of your organisation's water use in which the 
quantities used are known and monitored. Also , please cross (X ) those you 
don't know. 
Cooling ar,d heating 
















Other. Pleasespecify ________________________________________ _ 
9al Of your organisation's total monthly operating costs, what percentage does 
your average monthly water bill constitute? (Mark with a X on the most 
likely %) 
1--------1---------1---------1 ---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1 ---------1 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage 
I Uncertain 
9b) Some areas in the CMA are subject to a 5-step or block tariff structure for 
domestic water use. This pricing strategy is based on the principle whereby 
the more water you use, the more you pay per extra unit. Do you think that 
this system shou ld be imposed on all organisations using large amounts of 
water in the CMA? 
YES NO 
Comments: 
lOa) Has an environmental audit ever been conducted on your site/premises? 
YES NO 
lOb) Has a water audit ever been conducted of your site/premises? 
YES NO 
lOc) Would your organisation be willing to have its water consumption 














IOd) If you answered "YES" in the previous question, would your organisation 
allow the information, gathered during the water audit, to be published? 
YES NO 
IOe) In your opinion, how would a water audit benefit your organisation? 
lOn If it is clear from the results of a water audit that there is a potential for 
water demand management2 and/ or savings within your organisation, what 
would encourage your organisation to implement the necessary changes? 
Comments: 
11a) Does your organisation re-use any of its own water? (i.e. re-use of any water 
excluding sewage by recycling and/ or treating water which has already been 
utilised on your organisation's premises) 
I YES INa IUNSURE 
11 b) If yes, what quantity of this water does your organisation re-use? 
kl /month I 
11c) If your organisation does re-use water, what percentage of your total water 
use does this re-use constitute? (Mark with a X on the most likely %) 
1--------1---------1 ---------1---------1---------1---------1--------- 1 ---------1 ---------1---------1 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage 
I Unsure 
Z Water Demand Management: The adaptation and implementation of a strategy by a water institution to 
influence the water demand and usage of water. Strategies can include leak 
detection/repair programmes, promotion of water efficient fittings, 











lId) If your organisation does not presently re-use water (excluding sewage by 
recycling), do you think that there is a possibility that your organisation may 
be able to re-use part of this source in the future? 
I YES I NO I UNSURE 
lIe) What percentage of your total water use could potentially be re-used by 
your organisation? (assuming latest technology and investment in 
infrastructure) 
1--------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage 
I Unsure 
l2a) Does your organisation use any of the following in its operations? 
Treated municipal wastewater effluent 
Sea-water 
N one of above 
If yes, for what purpose? 
l2b) If your organisa.:ion does not utilise any of the types/sources listed in 
question l2a, is there a possibility that you may be able to use these 
types/sources in the future? 
UNSURE Treated munici al wastewater effluent 
UNSURE Sea-water 
13) Has your organisation considered any of the following as potential water 
conservation measures? (Please ,./ suitable choice). 
Education 
Retrofitting 
New technological advances 
Leak detection 
Improved water metering 











14a) Proponents of water conservation consider the price of water to be 
insignificant and hence one of the factors encouraging inefficient use. If the 
water price was to increase, would your organisation's attitude towards 
water use and conservation change in any way? 
I YES I NO 
Comments: 
14) If yes, by what quantity might your organisation's water use change? 
kl /month I 
I Unsure 
Comments: 
15) What do you see as effective ways of changing your organisation's water 
consumption? 
16) Please indicate any further comments below: 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
IWATER AUDIT 
The following people are hereby authorised by the City of Tygerberg to undertake a 
Water Audit, on behalf of the Cape Metropolitan Council , in connection with an 
Integrated Resource Study. 
Any available information herein is of utmost importance and your input in this matter 
will be highly appreciated. 
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M r Roy Donovan (RD) Tweeddale Consulting Services 
Mr Heinrich Hess (HH Arcus Gibb 
Mr Bas Kothuis (BK) Arcus Gibb 
Mr Hylton Allison (HA) UCT/EGS 1) Masters Group 
Mr Andrew Hester (AH) UCT/EGS 1) Masters Group 
Mr Jozeph Kombe (JK) UCT/EGS 1) Masters Group 
Mr Mark van Druten (MVD) UCT/EGSI) Masters Group 
-, University of Cape Town, Environmental and Geographical Science Department 
Yours faithfully 
f S L VENTER 
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ASSESSMENT OF WATER:ONSUMERS IN THE CAPE METROPOLlTAN AREA 
Population growth, industrial development, increasing irrigation demands and improved living 
standards have increased the demand for water in the Cape Metropolitan Area (CMA) Meeting this 
growing demand is an issue of concern to everyone in the area, as well as those living in the 
catchments of the nearby rivers from which these water supplies are obtained _ 
Until quite recently the general trend in addressing increasing water demand was to develop new 
resources and/or water supply and augmentation schemes which could only be achieved at high costs 
and environmental impacts_ Increasing development costs, capital shortages, diminishing sources of 
water supply and the awareness of the need to protect the natural resources and the environment, 
however, have forced innovations in water use efficiency that can often delay and sometimes even 
possibly cancel the expansion of planned water supply infrastructure. Therefore water is becoming an 
increasingly strategic resource requiring optimal management. 
The Western Cape has been identified as the first region to run out of water. There are just no more 
dam sites available to develop to store more water. The only option is to use the water currently 
available, more efficiently 
The Cape Metropolitan Courcil (CMC) is currently responsible for bulk water supply in the CMA. This 
involves accepting bulk water from State supply schemes, developing their own supply schemes, and 
treating and distributing it to the local substructures Rather than to follow the historical tendency to 
concentrate on supply options, the CMC wishes to initiate an integrated resource and conservation 
planning approach to the provision of water. The CMC has therefore commissioned the first phase of 
a study titled "Integrated Water Resource Planning Study". 
The main focus of the study will be to investigate all feasible ways to implement water conservation 
and water demands management principles with the object of reducing demand or at least reducing 
the growth rate_ The types of water demand management interventions which will be investigated 
include: 
Water loss management and control 
• Water efficient use 
• Promotion or private boreholes 
Water audits of large consumers 
Price elasticity of water 
• Constraints to implementation 










• Water reclamation 
The CMC has appointed Ninham Shand Consulting Engineers and ARCUS GIBB as main consultants 
to undertake the above study on their behalf. Numerous other consultants will form part of the study 
team. 
As one of the study tasks ARCUS GIBB will be assessing water consumption and possible demand 
management and related perceptions through conducting a survey and associated water auditing of 
certain large consumers. It is their aim to assess your organisation's views on some of the issues 
pertaining to current and future water consumption and water conservation/demand management 
issues in the CMA. Within this context ARCUS GIBB will be assisted by a group of masters' students 
of the University of Cape Town. 
Due to the importance of the study and its findings , we respectfully request you to assist our 
Consultants in their approach and conducting of the survey and auditing process. The results of the 
study will greatly contribute to the CMC's understanding of water consumption and possible 
conservation and demand management in the CMA. 
We thank you in advance for your co-operation with our project team and your time and input in our 
study. 
Yours faithfully 
for Cape Metropolitan Council 
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ASSESSMENT OF WATER CONSUMERS IN THE CAPE METROPOLITAN AREA 
In response to possible metropolitan water shortages and restrictions, th e Cape Metropolitan Council 
(CMC) has initialed the first phase of a study into alternative options to address the rising water needs 
of the Cape Metropolitan Area (CMA). The first phase of the two-phase study will be conducted at a 
pre-feasibility level and will consider options at a broad scale. The later second phase will explore a 
selection of the most promising of the first phase options and will be examined at the more detailed 
level of investigation. 
The study is being undertaken by consultants Ninham Shand and ARCUS GIBB with a number of 
specialist sub-consultants forming part of the study team. These include a group of postgraduate 
students from the Environmental and Geographical Science Department at the University of Cape 
Town. As part of their Master of Philosophy course they will assist ARCUS GIBB during the study's 
first phase in assessing the water use of large consumers in the CMA. These large consumers 
include commercial, industrial , institutional, municipal, etc users. 
Your organisation is being approached to assist us for the purposes of the study. It is our aim to 
assess your organisation's views on some of the issues pertaining to current and future water 
consumption. conservation and demand management :ssues. 
Please find attached to this letter a relevant questionnaire to be completed by a representative of your 
organisation at his/her earliest convenience to assist us in the above for the benefit of our study. The 
results of this questionnaire will greatly contribute to the CMe's understanding of water consumption 
and possible conservation in the CMA. 
The following points should be borne in mind when answering the questions: 
The person answering this questionnaire should be a suitable representative of the organisation 
and should have some knowledge and responsibility regarding water consumption patterns within 
the organisation . 
Confidentiality of the respondent and organisation will enjoy the highest priority but can 
unfortunately not be guaranteed. 
The questionnaire will take approximately 15 minutes to complete 
Honesty and accuracy would be appreciated. 
Due to the importance of ire findings of the study. we request that 'Iou please provide furcher 
details/comments, or further information that you deem rele'/ant. Answers to the questionnaire and 
any other related information will be treated as strictly confidential (ie no data will be ;)resented that 
can be tr2ced back to 2ny individual/institution/company) unless orherwise arranged with your 
crganisation. Please note that the return of the completed questionnaire within two weeks of 
receiving i( will be greatly 2pprecl3red. 
We th2nk you in advance for your co-operation and time as well as input to our study . 
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CONSULTING· DESIGN' MANAG!MENT 
If you have any questions or would like to discuss any aspect of the study Further, pl ease do not 
hesitate to contact myself or Johan du Plessis of ARCUS GISS at telephone number (021) 914 5550 
or fax (021) 914 5530 and/or our student representative Hylton Allison at telephone number 
(021 ) 650 2873 or fax (021) 650 3791 , 
Yours faithfu lly 
for ARCUS GISS 
Director 
En cl 
cc Cape Metropol itan Council 
University of Cape Town 
2 
Mr Charles Chapman 




















INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCE PLANNING STUDY 
WATER AUDIT CHECKLIST FOR TARGETED CONSUMERS IN 
THE CAPE METROPOLITAN AREA 
DRAFT 3 
(31/05/2000) 










PART 1: GENERAL 






Date of survey 






(Name and capacity) 
Telephone number 
Cell phone number 
Telefax number 
E·mail address 
PART 2: METERING AND WATER USAGE IN KILOLITRES/MONTH 
Metering 
Are all supplies metered (Yes/No)? 
If "No", then state exceptions 
leg fire hydrants) 
Is water use for swimming pools metered 
separately (Yes/No)? 
Is water use for sports fields metered 
separately (Yes/No)? 
Water meter suitable to be fitted with a 
standard datalogger (Yes/No)? 
If "No", is datalogging possible, and if so, 
what additional equipmenUsteps are 
required? 
Purpose of datalogger explained to 
representative of organisation (Yes/No)? 
Would the organisation object to its 
monthly water consumption data for the last 
year being released by the MLC to the study 
for anonymous use (Yes/No)? 
Do you have a planned maintenance 












Water usage in kilolitres/month 
Total potable water consumption 
Used in products 
Used for cooling/airconditioning 
Used for washing/sterilisation 
Used for "domestic" purposes 
Main product(s) 
PART 3: BUILDING AND OCCUPANCY 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY REMARKS 
No of permanent staff 
No of seasonal staff 
No of pupils 
Maximum number of guests 
Total number of persons 
Number of floors 
No of rooms (guest rooms) 
No of toilet blocks 
No of kitchens 
No of restaurants/cafeterias 
No of laundries 
No of function rooms 












PART 4: WATER FITTINGS ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ROOM: ...................................... ..................... ...................................... ... .... . .. . 
(Eg, KitchenslKitchenettes, Restaurants/Cafeterias, Laundries, Toilet Blocks, Process: Factories, Guest Rooms) 
IF GUEST ROOM: 
Room number 
Floor number 
Type of room (eg double/sil!9)e) 
FITTING TYPE/SIZE REMARKS 
(Insert approximate quantity in each block) 
Pillar tap Standard Standard Country Country 
threaded threaded 
Basin tap Standard Standard Country Country Metering Demand 
threaded threaded 
Bib tap Standard Standard Country Country 
threaded threaded 
Hose bib tap Standard Country 
Basin mixer Standard Single lever 
Sink mixer Standard Single lever 
Bath mixer Standard Single lever 
Shower mixer Standard Single lever 
Other tap (specify) 
Other tap (specify) 











FITTING TYPE/SIZE REMARKS 
(Insert approximate quantity in each block) 
WC cistern, syphonic, 15t High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern, syphonic, 13t High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern , syphonic, 11e High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern , syphonic, 9t High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern, syphonic, 6f High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern, beta valve, 15f High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern, beta valve, 13f High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern, beta valve, 11 f High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern, beta valve, 9f High level Low level Close coupled 
WC cistern, beta valve, 6e High level Low level Close coupled 
Auto cistern 11e 9f 
WC flush valves 
Flush time: Flush time: 
Flush valve (urinals) Senior Junior 
Flush time: Flush time: 
NOTE: 
Pertaining to WC cisterns with beta valves, please indicate in the "Remarks" column the number of dual flushing and multi flushing 











FITTING TYPE/SIZE REMARKS 
(Insert approximate quantity in each block) 
Shower head Low flow High flow 
Balanced water pressure Yes No 
Storage water heater 
Instantaneous water heater 
Dishwasher 
Washing machine 
Steam iron machine 
Other fitting (specify) 
Other fitting (specify) 












Is borehole/well point water used (Yes/No)? 
If "Yes", is this metered? 
Automated irrigation system -(Yes/No)? 
If "Yes", system set for night irrigation, 
other? 
Hand watering (Yes/No)? 
Subsurface irrigation system (Yes/No)? 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Fire hoses metered (YesiNo)? 











PART 5: GENERAL OBSERVATIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 
Level of maintenance 
General observations 
General recommendations 
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915 'Focus' Bidet Mixer 
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162-IM 'Image' Basin Mixer 169-IM 'Image' Bidet Mixer 
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965 'Trend' Bidet Mixer 
















VIC-1S1/001 Wall type Bath Mixer 
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VIC-1S8 Three Taphole Basin Mixer 
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1240-1979 
1 '/." Standard 'Ftushmaster' Toilet 
Flushvalve, Chrome Plated. back 
entry type, with integral vacuum 
breaker, non-return valve, inlet 
control stop and wallplate,. 
comprising: 
1 No. FM1.000 Ftushvalve, CPo 
1 No. FMT1.1 Bent Flushpipe, CP., 
3S,2 mm 0 x 335 mm x 140 mm 
1 No. FMVS.3 Rubber Ftushpipe 
connector 




FM2.100 1 '/." Standard 'Flushmaster' exposed back 
entry Toilet Flushvalve. Chrome Plated, 
with integral non-hold-open valve, 
vacuum breaker and shut-off valve, 
comprising: 
1 Flushva/ve, CP . 
1 No. FMT1.1 Bent Flushpipe, CP., 
38,2 mm 0 x 335 mm x 140 mm 















FJa.l02 '{." 'Flushmaster Junior' Urinal Flushvalve, 
Brushed Chrome, concealed type, with 
integral ballostop, with Chrome Plated 
pushbutton assembly and push rod, 
comprising: 
1 No. FJa.OOl Flushvalve, BC. 
1 No. KM9.13 Pushbutton Assembly, CPo 
1 No. FJTS.l Flushpipe, 22 mm 0 x 230 mm 
FJ6.001 
FJ6.001 'I.n 'Econofiush' Toilet Flushvalve, Brushed 
Chrome, with integral non-hold-open, 
vacuum breaker and ballostop valves 
Pressure range 100 kPa - 600 kPa 
TOILET AND URINAL FLUSHVALVES 9 
FJ6.000 
FJ6.000 '/." 'Flushmaster Junior' Urinal Flushvalve, 
Chrome Plated, exposed type, with integral 
ballostop valve and wall plate, comprising: 
FJa.112 
FJa.112 
Valve ONLY with additional piston and screw 
for large bowl and stall urinals 
'I.n 'Econoflush' front access, concealed 
Urinal Flushvalve with integral non-
hold-open and ballostop valves. 
Comprising: 
1 No. FJa.012 Flushvalve 
1 No. FMa.Ol0 Box 
















FJ2.100 W' 'Flushmaster Junior' Toilet Flushvalve, 
Chrome Plated, back entry type, with integral 
vacuum breaker, butterfly valve and 
wallplate, comprising: 
1 No. FJ2.000 Flushvalve, CPo 
1 No. FJT1 .1 Bent Flushpipe, CP., 
25,4 mm 0 x 540 mm x 140 mm 
1 No. FJV1 .7 Rubber Flushpipe connector 
1 No. FJV1 .2 Rubber seat buffer 






J/." 'Flushmaster Junior' Toilet Flushvalve, 
Brushed Chrome economy model, back 
entry type, with integral vacuum breaker and 
butterfly valve, without wallplate, comprising: 
1 No. FJ2.001 Flushvalve, BC. 
1 No. FJT1.l Bent Flushpipe, CP, 
25,4 mm 0 x 540 mm x 140 mm 
1 No. FJV1 .7 Rubber Flushpipe connector 
















=J2.210 'j." 'Flushmaster Junior' Toilet Flushvalve, 
Chrome Plated, top entry type, with integral 
vacuum breaker, butterfly valve and 
wallplate, comprising: 
1 No. FJ2.000 Flushvalve, CPo 
.1 No. FJT1 .2 Straight Flushpipe, CP., outlet 
3B,2 mm 0 x 470 mm 
1 No. FMB.20 F1ushpipe connector, CPo 
1 No. FJV1 .2 Rubber seat buffer 
TOILET FLUSHVALVES 9 
FJ4.203 
FJ4.203 'j." 'Flushmaster Junior' Toilet Flushvalve, 
concealed model , back entry type. with integral 
vacuum breaker and butterfly valve, with 
pushrod and Chrome Plated pushbutton 
assembly. comprising: 
1 No. FJ4.001 Flushvalve. Brushed Chrome 
1 No. KM9.13 Pushbutton Assembly. Chrome 
Plated 
1 No. FM8.45 Elbow 
1 No. FJT1.2 Straight Flushpipe, CP .. outlet 
38,2 mm 0 x 470 mm long 
1 No. FMT1.4 Straigl'Tt Aushpipe, CP .. 
38,2 mm 0 x 320 ml11 











t VACUUM\3 ~L BALANCED WORKING PRESSURE ~ VACUUM BREAXEJ'I BREAKER '/. . 
SAffTY ,- - •• , ~ .~ ,,", -
The illustration shows, diagrammatically, the correct ..J, VALVE : , b STOPCOCK - 'MAST'ERFl.O I way in which a balanced water system is ensured. 
HOT WATER Cold water supply to all outlets in the system is 
CYUHOER ~ 
.~ , taken from the downstream side of the , 
\ DRIP mAY 
. . __ . 
~ Pressure Reducing Valve. 
I 
A 
~ The dotted area indicates the anti-syphon loop, 0. 
0. 
:0 which prevents back-siphonage from the 
MIXER '" z 
:;; Hot Water Cylinder, when Mains pressure 
_l Iv- :IE fails or when the house supply is turned off. I 
IlAUHCED PRESSURE 
CTION DESCRIPTION 
1 I COBRA Standard range of screw-down Tap and Mixer fittings. 
I 
2 COBRA ceramic disc Mixers and Thermostatic controlled Mixer. 
3 COBRA Special purpose Tap and Mixer fittings; Tank, Range and Draw-off Cocks and Angle Regulating Valves. 
4 COBRA Medical Tap and Mixer fittings. 
5 COBRA Waste, Overflow and Trap fittings; Brass Pipe fittings. 
6 COBRA Handshower Attachments, Handshowers and accessories. 
, 
7 COBRA Shower Connections and Shower Roses. 
8 COBRA Extension pieces, Underwall Diverters and Bath Spouts. 
9 COBRA toilet and urinal Flushvalves and 'SANBRASA' Float Valves. 
10 COBRA Industrial Fittings. 
11 COBRA Pressure Reducing '/alves , Vacuum Breakers and Safety Pressure and Temperature Relief Valves . 
I 
12 PRESTEX and COBRA Gate Valves, COBRA Check Valves, Line Strainers and Ballcocks 
COBRA Fire Stopcock. 
13 COBRA 'CON EX' dezincification .resistant Copper Tube fittings, COBRA 'COPCAL' dezincitication resistant Copper Tube fittings. 
- -' 
Recommended Working Pressure 
While Cobra Taps and Mixers are tested to 2 000 kPa, 
the maximum working pressure is 400 kPa, 
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072 Shower rose on 029 shower arm. 
( 
n 
069CP Shower ,ose wirn 063 balljoim connector on 029. 
shower-ann 
070CP Shower rose on 029 shower arm IAbove rtghll 
Iri~() Shower rose on 029 shower arm. 
All shown aga.ns( rtser pipes for barn miXers. 
from [.eft (Q R1ghL 
020/033 Swanneck overhead riser pipe 900 mm 
high Wich 033 adjustable holder . 
021/033 Swanneck overhead rtser pipe 
I 372 rnm high Wich 033 adjustable holder. 
023/033 Overhead nser pipe I 523 mm high 
Wich 508 mm horizontal projection. With 
033 adjustable holder. 










KP2 .S1 'Typhoon ' shower rose. with integral balljoint 
connection installed as a side shower with 025- 15 chromed 
wallplate , 
KP2.50 'Typhoon' flXed shower rose installed as a side shower 
with 025-15 chromed wall plale, 
ideally su ited to spons 












077 'Townhouse' adjustable shower rose shown on 
an 028 luxury shower arm, This shower rose is also 
shown on the front cover of this brochure, 
Inset The nne spray setting on the shower rose, 
if.:-lE: ... .. ~: ... " "': :-7f?' 
068BJ 'Concorde' shower rose shown on an 027 
shower arm, 
28855 'Snowite' shower rose with anU-liming 
faceplate with 'wipe-clean' feature , Waterflow 
restricted to 11 htres per minute, 
28407 'Sapphire' adjustable spray and pulsating 
shower rose, shown on an 027 shower ann, 
~ ILl: The fine spray setting on the s hower rose , 












28858 'SnoWlte' massage shower rose 
featuring 'WIpe-clean' normal shower, 
(irtsec cop righcJ and pulsating massage jets 
(irtsec boccorn righrJ, 
065 'Presce:( ballJoint shower rose fitted to an 026 
shower arm, 
078CP 'Easi -spray' shower rose fined to an 064 . 
bailjoint angle shower connector, 
069CP Shower rose fltted to an 026 shower arm, 
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